How to humanise the COVID-19 intensive care units
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The COVID-19 is altering the way patients and families endure illness and death. To mitigate the spread of the virus, patient isolation and visitor restrictions in hospitals have been implemented at a scale never seen before. This means that once hospitalised, patients are isolated from their families until discharge. There remains a sort of undefined mental space of wondering if this is a temporary separation or a step towards final departure. At the same time, outside the hospitals, there are the relatives of patients waiting anxiously for updates. In some cases, because of the exposure to patients, they are quarantined and may live with the feelings of guilt and anxiety of having unwittingly contributed to the spread of the illness.

This traumatic separation could make both patients and relatives vulnerable to different degrees of stress disorders as well as depression and anxiety. Because these symptoms will likely continue even after the pandemic has subsided, virtual and/or on-site psychological support should be proposed promptly to patients and their families during the hospitalisation and after discharge from the hospital.

Social isolation during the COVID-19 outbreak also means that patients often die without family and significant others by their side. The patient’s relatives, in turn, are forced to relinquish two important moments of human remembrance, to accompany the dying in their final moments and to bury them according to individual funeral rituals. The coronavirus pandemic has revealed how unprepared we are, as a culture, as individuals and as healthcare workforce, to face suffering and death on such a large scale. In Western culture, suffering and death are rarely discussed and are often considered a taboo. However, in the last few months, since the pandemic exploded, they are consuming us and invading the mass media.

What to do? How to act?

In this hectic period of emergency care and human needs, the stretched and often overburdened healthcare workforce is called to respond to the COVID-19 outbreak both clinically and humanely. That means not only providing patients with excellent medical care through the appropriate treatment and supportive measures but also taking care of their emotional well-being continuing to promote and ensure the humanisation of the intensive care unit (ICU).

Doctors and nurses cannot go into a patient’s room unless strictly necessary and only if they wear masks and are completely covered with protective equipment. Although that places severe limitations on human interaction, different strategies can be adopted to provide emotional and psychological support for patients, families and staff, while keeping everyone as safe as possible.

Simple acts of physical contact, like holding hands, a touch or a gentle massage, can make the patients feel connected to their loved ones. Moreover, if infrastructure and model of care permits, non-pharmacological interventions, like progressive muscle relaxation, guided imagery, music therapy and meditation, could be proposed to both patients and families for alleviating pain, discomfort and anxiety. Furthermore, where appropriate, the use of personal tablets and mobiles could represent a valid strategy to allow patients to maintain contact their relatives. Where available, the introduction of TV, laptop or radio could also help patients to mitigate their sense of isolation. These acts of care should meet the individualised needs of the patient and family. Equally important for the humanisation of the COVID-19 ICUs is the communication between the healthcare professionals, patients and their relatives. Good communication is more than just the simple exchange of information, representing an important tool to build trust and respect, and facilitate joint decision-making. At its best, communication encompasses emotional understanding and responsibility and, especially in the case of the worst prognosis, can help the process of mourning. That is, when done well, it offers reciprocal benefits: patients would be less anxious, and their families could have more time to accept the clinical condition of the loved ones.

Humanising ICUs also means paying attention to the mental and physical health of healthcare professionals who are forcing to work strenuous hours to fill staffing gaps, and are dealing with the shortages of personal protective equipment. While all are dedicating attention and efforts to the care of patients, the healthcare workers are putting themselves at risk of infection. To cite a case, at the time of writing this paper, at least 261 Italian healthcare workers have died after contracting COVID-19, as reported by the Italian National Federation of Orders of Surgeons and Dentists (FNOMCeO) (https://portale.fnomceo.it/data-accessed 16 December 2020). That is, the emotional workload and stress of healthcare workers are stretching their resilience to the utmost.

Specific measures have been adopted for helping the ICU teams to process and grieve the loss of patients and colleagues, to alleviate stress and to prevent the burn-out syndrome. These include cognitive behavioural therapies, establishment of support groups and stress reduction trainings. Not least, the creativity of healthcare workers is needed to humanise the ICU and continue even after the pandemic has subsided.
professionals to humanise the ICUs could be itself helpful with their work strain and satisfaction in care delivery.
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